Welcome!

We wish you a pleasant stay.

Pastry Workshop

Open
daily!

Create your own Loacker wafer!
Visit our Pastry Workshop in Heinfels
and become a wafer baker for a day!
Registration and information on:
www.loacker.com
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Dear guest, food safety is one of our top priorities. We ask you to respect the
following hygienic norms for your safety as well as the safety of others:
You are not allowed to enter the pastry workshop if you are infected with an
infectious disease or suspect of being infected (examples: typhus, para typhus,
hepatitis, salmonellosis, shigellosis); if you have infected wounds, infectious
skin diseases, infectious diarrhea as well as shingles, salmonella, EHEC or
vibrio cholera pathogens or corona virus.
Every visitor who enters the pastry workshop has to wear a visitor coat and
a hairnet (provided by the company), and a mask that covers mouth and nose
(to provide by himself).
Every visitor has to wash and disinfect their hands when entering
the pastry workshop.
Drinking and eating (including chewing gums and sweets) is not allowed during
the visit except for Loacker samples offered during the tour.
The chocolate fountains or the chocolate cream must not be touched.
Only our employees are allowed to give out the cream.

It’s forbidden to bring glass objects into the pastry workshop.

The entire building is a smoke-free area. Tobacco products as well as electronic
cigarettes are not allowed.
For your safety, we ask you to keep a safety distance from the wafer iron and to
follow the instructions given by your guide.
Animals of any species are not allowed in the entire area, even if kept or carried
by the visitor in an appropriate pet carrier.
In case you have wounds on your hands please inform us at the beginning of
the workshop. Our guides will give you one-way gloves.
In case of fire follow the instructions of your guide and head immediately to
the designated assembly points.

If you have any questions, don’t hesitate to ask our staff. The acknowledgement and
observation of our hygienic guidelines must be confirmed by signature.

